
Cancellare vecchio
logo Urban Resort e 

aggiungere nuovo 
First|Pavilions.

Sostituire font della 
frase in basso con
«White Angelica»

Choose your journey



Welcome to
THE FIRST HOTELS



A truly one of a kind experience. Discover Rome immersed in The First Experience.
An urban resort where the Dolce Vita blends with contemporary art and the body
meets the soul. Three hotels to see Rome through the lenses of its culture: art,
gastronomy and well-being. Choose your journey.

Exclusive Features
• Courtesy electric car to bring you around the properties
• Panoramic Rooftop (Arte & Musica)
• Michelin Starred restaurant (Arte)
• Pastry Shop and Restaurant (Dolce)
• Fitness area by Technogym (Arte & Muscia)
• Swimming pool and Spa (Musica)

Accommodation Details
• Room Service 24h
• Complimentary Wi-fi
• Valet Parking
• Welcome amenities
• Connecting rooms
• Personal shopper
• Host service 24h
• Personal trainer and tours



SLEEP IN AN ART
gallery



THE FIRST ARTE

A 5-star boutique hotel nested in the heart of the Eternal City, at a short walk from
Piazza del Popolo and from the iconic Spanish Steps.

Voted by Condé Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice the top #1 Hotel in Rome for two
years in a row, The First Arte showcases over 200 original contemporary artworks,
from paintings to sculptures, thoughtfully curated by the Roman contemporary
gallery, Galleria Mucciaccia.

Well -appointed 23 suites and 6 luxury rooms become a private art gallery, to
enjoy for a couple of days. As a captivating home away from home, rooms and
suites boast bookcases filled with carefully selected reads, the very finest of
fittings and furnishings blend seamlessly with sophisticated contemporary design.
A fitness area featuring state-of-the-art Technogym equipment, luxurious marble
bathrooms and a full array of ETRO toiletries, tempt Guests to stay longer.



GDS Chain Code:PH  
Sabre: 140243 
Amadeus ROMTFH 
Galileo/Apollo: 8619 
WORLDSPAN: FCOTF

ITALIAN
delight

THE FIRST ARTE
Via del Vantaggio 14 
Roma, Italy - 00186 
T:+39 0645617070
Info.arte@thefirsthotel.com

mailto:Info.arte@thefirsthotel.com


Three unique ways to indulge in the best of the Italian gastronomy.

2* Michelin Acquolina
Enhance the ingredients. Experience. Go beyond limits. Have fun. That is the mood set by
Chef Daniele Lippi with his innovative cuisine. Dishes include the most refined and
unexpected combinations which causes an explosion of flavors.

Acquaroof Terrazza Molinari
The magic of Rome seen from the most exclusive seat in town. A year-round panoramic
terrace from where to admire breathtaking views and the charms of the city monuments.
Savor a gourmet breakfast, an informal lunch or enjoy a special evening with unparalleled
views of the Eternal City at one of Rome’s best rooftops.



Experience
LA DOLCE VITA



THE FIRST DOLCE

A sophisticated boutique hotel that seamlessly blends the elegant design of a
19th-century private home with the charms of Via del Corso, one of the most iconic
streets of la Dolce Vita in Rome.

A warm residential atmosphere with bespoke 5-star service sets the stage for the
perfectly crafted stay. The 19th-century building was designed by the Italian
architect and urban planner Giuseppe Valadier, who created the elliptical plan of
Piazza del Popolo, then connecting it via stairs and terraces to the Pincio and to the
Borghese Gardens.



Opened last April 2019 and voted by Condé Nast Traveler Reader’s
Choice #6 Best Hotel in Rome, The First Roma Dolce is a refined hotel….

Feeling
PAMPERED



Exquisite and refined 23 suites and guest rooms combine the city’s architectural
heritage with state-of-the-art modernity.

Contemporary design, spacious suites and in-room amenities such as a
personal fitness area in some suites, encourage guests to feel as though they
are residents of the city during a stay, providing a real ‘home-away-from-home’
in the Eternal City.

Connecting rooms and suites are available for families. And do not forget to ask
for our kids itinerary, with the best child-friendly activities scheduled in town
during your stay.



TIME TO
Indulge

GDS Chain Code:PH  
Sabre: 324603 
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THE FIRST DOLCE
Via del Corso, 63  
Roma, Italy - 00187 T:
+39 0645617070
Info.dolce@thefirsthotel.com
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From homemade pastries on arrival, to ‘VELO’, the innovative patisserie-style
restaurant, The First Dolce celebrates the Roman passion for pastry. The First
Dolce is also the only hotel in the city serving a full English afternoon tea with
an Italian twist.

The ‘First Experience’ embraces a modern version of ‘La Dolce Vita’, which
unfolds through the lens of contemporary art and design, and creative
gastronomy.



A FIVE STAR

Delight



THE FIRSTMUSICA

Opened in Summer 2022, The First Musica is located along the banks of the
Tiber River in the elegant and posh Prati neighbourhood, at a 15-min walk from
The Spanish Steps and a short walk to the St. Peter’s Basilica at the Vatican.

The architectural design team, which oversaw The First Arte and The First Dolce,
has carefully renovated and re-imagined the commanding building, infusing an
inspiring and modern design philosophy.

The hotel features a relaxing spa – opening soon- with indoor swimming pool,
the Alto seafood restaurant with his cocktail bar and a rooftop, and 24 stylish
and contemporary suites and guest rooms.



A

Stylish

THE FIRST MUSICA
Lungotevere dei Mellini 
Roma, Italy - 00193
T:+39 0645617070
sales@thefirsthotel.com

STAY

mailto:sales@thefirsthotel.com


Located on the fifth, sixth and seventh floor of The First Musica, the Restaurant
and Cocktail Bar offers breath-taking views over the old centre of Rome.
Bright and stylish in setting, the rooftop bar is a relaxing escape from the
hustle and bustle of the streets below.

Alto serves a seafood menu, consisting of carefully curated cocktails, a fine
selection of wines and beers, and traditional Italian and international
dishes. Special events with live music and a DJ set in the vibrant open-air
lounge define new standards in the city.

Sit back and unwind with a refreshing cocktail in what is soon to become
the capital’smost trendy hangout spot.



RENEW, RECHARGE

Relax


